About EURECA

The 7th EURECA Workshop – Stockholm
22 – 23 March 2017

« Committed to support the
Public Sector to procure
innovative and environmentally
sound Data Centre products
and services »

Examples of success and availability of
good practices knowledge is, however,
also growing. EURECA aims to harness
the tools and knowledge available to
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The programme includes case study presentations, training sessions (on data centre energy
efficiency best practices) and live EURECA tool demos. The event is suitable for both public
and private sector:
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✓ ICT managers & practitioners,

✓ Decision makers & CxO’s,

✓ Data centre managers,

✓ Policy makers,

✓ Energy managers,

Venue: BEST WESTERN Kom Hotel

efforts

governments are recommending measures

Contact EURECA

such as consolidation, uptake of innovative

Rabih Bashroush
Phone: +44 208 223 6515
Email: r.bashroush@qub.ac.uk

the right balance can be a bit of a challenge.

This event is organised by the EURECA project, which is an EU Commission H2020 funded initiative.

Join our EURECA Special Interest Group community
(online) meet-up groups here:

Döbelnsgatan 17, 111 40 Stockholm, Sweden
https://www.linkedin.com/groups/8479187

We look forward to seeing you there!
Register via the workshop page on our website dceureca.eu
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Event Programme – 7th EURECA Workshop – Stockholm 22 – 23 March 2017
Day 1: Innovation for Green Data Centre solutions, a joint public
sector and industry effort

Day 2: Get a head start with the EURECA Training for both
procurers and ICT professionals

12:00 - 12:45

Registration, lunch and early networking opportunities

>09:30

Registration and coffee/tea

12:45 – 12:50

Jaak Vlasveld (Chair),
Green IT Amsterdam

Opening welcome

10:00 - 10:15

Esther van Bergen (Chair),
Green IT Amsterdam

A welcome & introduction to today’s free training
sessions agenda

12:50 - 13:00

Dr. Rabih Bashroush,
University of East-London

Introduction to today’s (and tomorrow’s) events

10:15 - 11:00

Joseph Doyle,
University of East-London

An extended exploration of the EURECA tool’s
features

13:00 - 13:35

Daniel Melin,
Statens inköpscentral

Key Note: Towards an open and green public data
centre infrastructure with a Swedish GovCloud

11:00 - 12:00

Dr. Rabih Bashroush,
University of East-London

Business Case Development: What are the basics of a
PPI focused business case?

13:35 - 14:10

Tor Björn Minde,
CEO RISE SICS North

Key Note: How an industrial approach to R&D on
data centres leads to new opportunities in
sustainability

12:00 - 12:30

Complementary lunch

13:00 - 13:45

John Booth,
Carbon3IT

Exploration of Tendering practices for PPI of DC
solutions

13:45 - 14:05

Julie Chenadec,
Green IT Amsterdam

Highlighting prominent EU legislation and policies
from both Public sector and industry perspective

14:05 - 14:20

Break: Opportunity to refresh with drinks and network

14:20 - 15:00

Mark Acton,
Contracts and Risk mitigation: Key aspects to look out
CBRE Data Centre Solutions for in regarding data centre solutions

15:00 - 15:50

John Booth,
Carbon3IT

EU Code of Conduct of Energy Efficiency for Data
Centres: 150 best practices

15:50 - 16:30

Frank Verhagen,
Certios

Data Centre Maturity (Assessment) model: the first
place to start to find out which areas to improve

16:30 - 17:15

Steve Hone,
Data Centre Alliance

What are the current best practice data centre KPI’s
and standards and what’s on the horizon

17:15 <

Network drinks with EURECA team, speakers and fellow attendees

14:10 - 14:30

Mats Nilsson Hahne,
Interxion

Key Note: How improving connectivity and
reliability leads to greener services that provide
more value to end-users

14:30 - 15:00

Break: snacks, coffee & networking

15:00 - 15:30

Dr. Rabih Bashroush,
University of East-London

A ‘highlights tour’ and demo of the EURECA
platform

15:30 - 16:05

Tim Willoughby,
Head of IT & Innovation,
Garda (Irish National Police)

Key Note: EURECA Case study: The Government
Challenge – Cloud vs Data Centre in a Secure
World

Dr. Jon Summers,
University of Leeds

PPI for procurement and ICT professionals: pitches
and panel discussion

16:45 - 17:00

Dr. Rabih Bashroush

Recap of the day and a look ahead for tomorrow

17:00 – 18:00

Network drinks with EURECA team, speakers and fellow attendees

16:05 - 16:45

